No. EDN-A-Kha(7)06/2012-Loose-I
Government of Himachal Pradesh
Department of Higher Education

From

The Secretary (Hr. Edu.) to the
Government of Himachal Pradesh

To

1. The Director of Higher Education,
   Himachal Pradesh, Shimla-1,
2. The Director of Elementary Education,
   Himachal Pradesh, Shimla-1,

Dated Shimla-2, the 5th August, 2020

Subject:- Regarding regularization of the PTA's provided teachers
working under GIA to PTA's Rules 2006.

Sir,

I am directed to refer to your letter no. EDN-HE(19)B(1)2/2012-PTA-CC dated 12.06.2020 on the subject cited above and to say that the matter has been taken with the competent authority and it has been decided to regularize the services of PTA provided teachers(both taken over on contract basis or remained left out from being brought on contract) with immediate effect subject to fulfillment of the following terms and conditions:-

1. The services of only those PTA provided teachers shall be regularized who were engaged between 29.06.2006 to 03.01.2008 as per the policy of the GIA to PTA Rule 2006.

2. The services of the PTA provided teachers will be considered for regularization with immediate effect provided that they fulfilled the qualification and eligibility criteria as per R&P Rules and RTE Act.

3. The services of only those PTA provided teachers will be regularized who fulfilled minimum eligibility criteria as per R&P Rules at the time of their initial appointment.

4. The PTA provided teachers who did not fulfill the minimum eligibility criteria as per R&P Rules on the date of initial engagement by the PTA’s but have acquired requisite education qualification after the initial engagement will be considered only if they fulfill the minimum eligibility criteria as per the current R&P Rules in vogue on the date of regularization with immediate effect.
In addition to above Finance Department has further observed that the number of PTA provided teachers as given by department is not exact and consistent. At one stage the number of PTA provide teachers mentioned are 4974 and 1342 (total-6316) whereas as in the second information the number has been depicted as 2374 (Higher) and 4064 (Elementary) which means total 6438, whereas in para 9 of the judgment of Hon’ble Supreme Court in Chander Mohan Negi’s case total number given is 6799. Accordingly Director of Higher Education and Director of Elementary Education are hereby directed to workout the exact number of PTA teachers who are to be regularized designating a responsible officer by name for this purpose. The exact numbers of PTA provided teachers be sent to the Government at the earliest so that the same could be sent to the Finance Department for record.

You are therefore requested to take further necessary action to regularize the services of PTA provided teacher strictly as per the terms and conditions mentioned above. This issues with the prior approval of the Finance Department vide Diary No. 55086396 dated 27.07.2020 and File No. Fin(C)-B(15)-2/2020-L dated 04.08.2020.

Yours faithfully,

(Navneet Kapoor)
Joint Secretary (Hr. Edu.) to the Government of Himachal Pradesh.

Endst. No. As above Dated: Shimla-02, 5th August, 2020
Copy for information and necessary action to:-

1. The Joint Secretary (Hr. Edu.) to the Government of Himachal Pradesh w.r.t. the above mentioned decisions to take further necessary action to regularize the services of PTA provided teachers engaged in the Government Degree Colleges/Government Sanskrit Colleges.

2. The Deputy Secretary (GAD-C) to the Government of Himachal Pradesh w.r.t. the decision taken in the Cabinet Meeting held on 25.06.2020, Item No. 45 for information and further necessary action.

3. Guard File.

(Navneet Kapoor)
Joint Secretary (Hr. Edu.) to the Government of Himachal Pradesh.
Directorate of Elementary Education,
Himachal Pradesh.


Copy to:-

1. The Secretary (Education) to the Government of Himachal Pradesh, Shimla-2 w.r.t. his letter referred to above for information please.

2. All the Deputy Directors of Elementary Education, Himachal Pradesh for information and further necessary action in the matter after observing all the codal formalities at the earliest under intimation to this office. It is also directed that actual number of PTA Contract / GIA C&V teachers who were engaged between 29.06.2006 to 03.01.2008 may be sent to this office within 10 days positively. Apart from this PTA teachers engaged after 03.01.2008 may also be sent to this office at the earliest.

3. The Nodal Officer (IT) with the direction to upload this letter on Departmental Website today positively.


Director Elementary Education
Himachal Pradesh